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I an age vihen'eipensilie and sophi leated,technblOgy tend
.

1

to'be the-bore bought after tools ofyural development, this paper

takes a different tact. It.suggest that the real frontier of
,

communication' in rural deVelopmerit is not the satellite or the
a

video tape machine, buthe simpler,'. less_ pensiye technology'

that puts' the means of communication. into. Hands of the

"campesino" or villagera.

-A major thesis of the paper is that we mu 'Bt seek technology

for rural. development communication that puts more control over the

communication process in the hands-of thcise,who have traditiona ly

been considered\the "receivers." Thus,, in discussing the Frontiers

of CommunicatiorOhe-author is as much concerned, with process as

with technology It is simple, cheap equipinent such as audio

cassette-tape-Systems and 8mm film technology that, shows the great-.

est promise. in making the "receiver" more of an 'active participant

in:the'communication process.

.This'paper was originally prepared for the Co ne114IAT In

ternational Sjmposlum on Communication "Strategies for Rural Develop-

ment, held'at Cali,, Columbia, March 1974: The author, who is an

Associate Professorof ComMunication Arts in the N.Y. State College

of Agriculture and Life Scienceb -at Cornell University_, has worked

in-rural develdpmentprojects as a communication specialist on

assignments for the World Bank, the Ford FoundatiOn, USAID, the

Academy for Educational Development and other orgardzations He

has been involved in comminicatipn research In.rural areastlof Asia,

Latin America and the United State

September 1974 R D.C.



The Frontiers of,

Communication

ROYAL D. Otte

,

WHEN we talk.aboUt rural development, we are speaking about change. The kind of

change we have in mind often involves affecting the knowledge, Values, motivations and

volunterybehavior of many million; of independent and individual entrepreneurs: Corn,

munication clearly ranki with providing water resources, fertilizer supplies and contraccp=

tivea is a key development activity. Without communication, the others may not be

necessary, because it is communication that influences the making °ribose millions din.

dividual deciaiontlhet result in lbegrowing of new plant varieties aid the controlling of
birth rates.

,

More and more the decision to so "modern" binds up the rural dweller in a web of

coMplexifies that increase his need for better communication systems, Take the case of

agriculture. The introduction of modern techniques usually increases the sophistication of

a farmieloperetion. He must deal with fertilizer and its'properapplication, different tools

and equipment,ipest control, water ' supply,. transportation, currelit and prospective

'market conditions, and special credit Situations. These are only same of the elements of

the "new" egHoolture that demand more effective information links between the farmer

and the systems in which he operates. ',The use of some chemical fertilizers -involves

danger-7a danger that is magnified when the farmer cannot read warnings.' Similar com-

plexities appear in nutrition, health, family planning and, other rural development pro.
grams,

As we look to the development of rural areas, communication must be a major con.

cern. This paper examines some of the technology on the frontiers of communication that

May help provide better ways of reaching rural faMilies with informa ion that they can

useand better ways of getting information from them that others can sc.

To sive an idea of the costs of some of the equipment mentioned n the text, an sp.

pendia is providdwhich lists some of the itertis and their prices.

But let us be clear from the beginning about the word "technology." It refers to more

than dazzling new equipment; in the context of thispaper ii cfers especially to the creative

application of materials and equipment.

The Frontier

Where s the "frontier" of communication? Obviously it depends on where you are.

For some areas, the use of direct broadcast satellites is surely on the frontier (Brazil,
India); for other places satellites are already part of ongoing pioneering programs

(Canada, Alaska, Pacific Basin); and for other places it just a fancy on the horizon. This

paper will lake considerable liberty and use a kind of world average for that frontier line,

acknowledginclhat it is at best,1 hazy, ambiguous approximation.

'Associate No floor of Communicetion Arts at Cornell University:
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ilfceting Comm !I n Nerds

1,001SG THE Now ij
Tb betan meeting the

communication needs now and in the future, several goals ,

should be pursued.
Orli the, major ions that constantly curse in the various paper's.

01 this symposium is
thrllad to involve rural people in the communication Ploccis n'il

just as audiences, but as importiel partielpante In planning and producing.meisages. One

superb illustration
of how this Ur 14 done has been provided by Juan Flevig, who went

into the Philippine barrios
to learn from the people there howbest to expose the messages

of fa fir plehning. Their
.analogies with common events related to agriculture and the

horn with which barrio dwellers are very familiar resulted in Flavier developing a whole

aerie of illuitratioy which We seems to clarify otherwise complex ideas in family Plin

nine

/ What are the important corm
(cation needs for the future? First, it is important

thiat more control over the communication
process be shifted from, those doing the

'sending' to those croing the "receiving." Examine closely what generally happens in in

formation programs aimed at Oil people. Whether it is radio, television, newspapere,

-bulletin', films, or field workers, the send` "
"apparatus" often.conteoli when hoWfte,

Oddly and, where that cOmmuniation to :el place. The scheduling of the broadcast or of

the visit by the field worker is
frequently beyond the power of the Neel family.

Furthermore the villager finds it difficult to get importer!t or complex points

repeated. He or she cannut have the ;Wien play a program, or peel of I program again if

a point is miss4I. And there it often rtluetance or
ethbirrassrnent in *skin' s field worker

to go over information fgain. ,

Print media arc impractical for much development work, because of literacy levels,

ind where they do reach a community, villagers must often depend on the convenience or

someone in the community to.reed the message.
,

Thus, as we look to the future we have to put omphasisoli,
technology that gives the

told audience more of I chance& choose the circumstance's in which communication

takes place. if villagers can chffse the lime frequencyfrequency and place for receiving in-

formation, perhaps we MI be Wife' of More effective communication
programs. An I

will point out later, I think we have the rows now to do this.

LOCAL PRODUCTION

Another goal is to emphasize and use rnoreilocailiprodticed materials.
Several years

ago 14 communication specialists in twat development gathered for a day long conference

to discuss some of the practical aspects of theiLwork,, The group generally agreed Mai

locally produced materials art by far theinost effective.
",Locally produced dots not have

to mean poorly produced:
technology is here that perinist

exciting materials to be de,

veto* even outside the production centers dour capital cities, "Locally produced" does

imply that there be mote local par*ipation in the development of
communication plane as

well as in the creative and execution
phases. This means titerOben-oriented officebound

officialkshould he willing to put greater faith in the ability 'of rural people themselves to

take an active part in the
comanunication process, rather than be only passive receivers:

HELP FOR EXTENSIONI WORKERS.

Another important goal we must try to achieve is to expand the role of the

"pommel (village level) extension worker.' Whether the concern is igricidtire, eu

'I use the term "extension rker ,,. ist a vel desbroad sense: it in various loads of ut.4
coreaucnhoersB,eld worker', not those in the itnaleEiLenSiOn

OfigniatiOn found in many .



trition imforrider'phintil tee is no disputing the value ohlie peeson.thisceson eonleet

provided bythempeopf jut tee need to overcome ionic of the limitotions found in the ex,

'060040, to dist we COO fill benefit from thie scoret, resource,.

7 The gape Of milerleli that extension workers provide their clients Omni be

bioodeneet In IWIS wiy$,'First they should have greater command Ott their own pro-

fieelonal field. They should be able to provide more specialized InfOrmation talheir clients

without saerineile the fundamentals, Second; they Should, he able to supply inforrnetion

from other profiseional fields. For example, an agricultural extension person should have

the capability of providing famine; with,nutrition and health information ee well es farm.

related information, Although there it quilt tikely.tobe risistinee 'to this idea, it some

clear that in most rune development programs we simply do not have enough pro

fesionels or papa professionals available to Novi& separate extension forces for ngricul-

'. turkfamily nutrition and health services, Yet, laureation and education in

. each of there is generally needed in rural development programs,

Another part of the mitensioh eysteethat needs attention is maintenance of quality

Control, Although there may be minimum sthedards in recruiting extension workers, and

these,woriermay be given good training, we ire unsure of hoW uniforroly they perform in

the field, Undoubtedly there are differences in the qualitytoCemek amonf extensioit

workern. and there or4differences in one extension Workers performance from on

to enother. We need assurance that the family visited at the end of :he day is getting

higbiquality'servict as the family visited at the beginning of the day.

Ideally we can overcome some of these problems by moiling the number of eaten-

sion workers, by trhpioving training programs, and by providing higher pay to attract

more competent people. It has been pointed,out that now have only one agrifultural

agent for every 11,000 farm families Odle developing nations.' it is obvious that this data

does not reflect the actual distribution of these workers; in 'many places this implied ,

ration is much more diluted, especially where the needs are greatest. Realistically, the

major problem that will face us for quite a few years to come is simply stretching and

making Mori eketive the resources we have. What we need to do is to apply muss media

techniques' without sacrificing the distinct advantages of the perion4oersan contact

found in the village level extension worker system. Such an "inter media" systeth is a

possibility with our new communication technology.

We should also mike.an effort in our future rural development communication pro,

grams to tic rural life into the rnainstrearp of the nation's life, One image of villagers and

barrio dwellers is that they want no part Of Contemporary modern society. And there are

. those who are cautious (and with good reason) about showing to rural dwellers the tempts-

lions of the city, for fcli it will increase the already substantial ruralurban migration. But

many rural peoPle,walit to share in i'Ome of the excitement and benefits of modernization

n,weys ether than groWing more Wheat: Many people in rural areas of developing nations

know little of their own nation beyond their own village, We should not lake esimfort in

this, or treat it condescendingly as ''quaint," It presents a challenge to all of us to use our

tecithologe delicately to provide linkoo the mainstream of the nation's* without filling

the highways to the capital city.

These are some of the goals we should aim toward. I would like to shift now to some

specific projects and proposalswhich involve new, communication technology, and which

seem to me to have potential Glue in reaching some of these goals. ,

Cassette Technology

Among the most promising of the hardware en the near frontier ii aedio cassette

technology. (I use the acronym ACT as an abbreviationlCassette machines now come in

many shapes sizes, and costs, but the most common are the portable units that measure

approximately 3h x '6).e siilinehesnoiquite to liege te a ehoe box. They use mor

p,Nicif in a small wird xase thelltie irsette"1,1. a VI 4 Ir,..htt In

II,Ite a voila) of running times, the Most popular itandatd lengths

; ''), e's and 9114ninutes.

Mimetic tape recorders, of course, are not new.
havebeen available for about

15 rears: DUI wit makes ACT euels a pternisinf and miring communication tool for

rural deielopment is, first, its simplicity, The user insert' the lope casette in the machifte

in tuba, No threading is required, The user than pushes a button or Moves a small Ole

to put the tape into motion for recording Apr listening, Eipeeience in Pakistan and the

LISA Indite that illiterate and low thereto can wily learn to manipulate the machines,

Another characteristie
Jibe technology is that it is relatively inexpeneive, Machines

used in projects in India and the United States have been purchased for as at

ussi7,50. These were "playbeek"
unittoely without a recording capability. Ot et good

quality machines with the recording ptpebility added can be planed for.LISS20-25,

,This may sound repetitive lot some leldgets; but the potential berfefits may easily balance

this.

.

Cassette machines and tapes arc also very portable and durable, They operate with

four or five "t" bite* or with standard electric power.
Becauie ther tape itself Ii'

mostly enclosed in the plastic casette, it is generally not handled (or mishandled).

Transistorized electronics make the equipment light yet strong enough to withstand hard

US4.
,

-

There arc two other important
characteristics of ACT, First, cassette unite and tapes

email compatible. A recording made on a machine in Bogota can be played on machine

in Taipei. Philips Holland, the company
that developed ACT, vigorously

promoted corn

pitibility by insisting that the moufacturere it limed not modify the origasel standards

without permission. Secondly, the plastic cassette tapes have little tabs whichacan be

removed to prevent anyone from
accidentally erasing or recording over what already on

the tape.

USE IN ROM DEVELOPMENT.

The most important thing about ACT is how it might be used in rural development.

Several patterns have been tried, These include projects in rural areas of Pakistan, India,

Guatemala and the USA. The fact that ACT is an audio channel make; it especially ir

portant as a communicetionlyilem for people who lack literacy, or lack the interest in

using their literacy, These situations often prevail among the poor people in both de-

Moping and developed countries:

Cassettes have beeti used in several different ways:

ACT in Lisrening Groups,

in this situation ACT is used in much the same way as radios in radio rural listening

groups: The latter were 14st:introduced in Canada and then had a major trialkin India be-

ginning in the mid 1950s. The
general pattern is for villagers to gather with a convenor who

operates the radio set, The group listens to a broadcast
especially designed for such

groups. After the broadcast the participants discuss the topics covered on'radio and try to

.
relate them to their own lives.

The cassette system offers serval distinct advantages over radio in these discussion

groups. first, the group can gather Villen4Velat or the convenor wishes; ill session is not

tied to the schedule of a redid
station:Furthermore, it is a simple matter to replay parts of

the tape for whatever reason to Web a point 'missed; for repetition, to solve

disagreements aier what Wilfs3ikto take notes, etc. Another
advantage is that a simple

two-way communication system do be dodo* *ith discussion group members re-

cording questions, experience. or other messages on the blank eide of a cassette,

,



1 i r
r 16 Iht rat ire rotim, 11 hasTieen a convenor's or other appointed person's re.sponw

Pithy to write down this kind of informaltoa Obviously having these ,espolises directly on
, tape captures the MItessenrbaLthe comninnicalion and provides the project leaders the

opportunity in/use questions actually voiced by group members in later tape productions.

(We have no indications That 11th oral feedback mechanism has been systematically usedtalthough some Odell experiments in a similar vein have been tried. Thikill he Men-

honed in same . al more detail below)
I

Probably the largestptojec! sing ACT in a deiglOping nation is being carried tent by

PAO in Indio, This is the finds Training and Functional Literacy project inivinch 1,800

easSelle players and 15,600 cassettes Ile being used by local leaders for group listening,

Technical subjects of a gemal mire, such ns control of insects and plant diseases, are

being prepared by the Union government; local problems, inferviews with sub)iet nuttier
specialists and "progreSsive" farmers are prepared on a regional batik Since the project
Uses the Philips N.1200 cassette feedback system is possible as the machine is
playback only (no recording'capahility),

In a study in rural upstate New York,; n groUp listeni4 component was included in a

larger ACT priftect. the study was one irf several comhlrted under a' research program

called CSCS, of Cassette Special Communication System. Conducted by the New/York
Slate College iii Agriculture and Life Seined at Cornell, it was particularly designed to

provide information needed by lowldrome people to help them cope with some of their
problerns in daily jiving. After listening to a tape the group discussed the issues pre-
tented and Moe discussions were recorded on tape by the convenor, The plirpose of
taping ihe rliscussirrnc vase° provide thecesearcher some "feel-furthe snatOre of the dis.

Million that followed the listening. But it soul have easily ken used to feed information
to projecileaders it it were .an on prir rani.

Another feature of this listening 'group experinient was the opportunhy .pcavitled

si me of the participants to borrow -a cassette unit and a duplicate tape to lake to their
MO and play it for themselves, II turned out that some group mertikers used the bor.

.1 wed units to play the tapes For other satellite groups, (The latter was not in the original
. research design and came about because people in the group felt that Others they ktew

would benefit by the information.) More recently AC L was introduced into the."otothers
1 clubs" in Korea in much the came way as the radio forum model.' \

ACT in .Trainitig.

Alecond major use-pattern for cassette technology in social development Cornmuoi

Cation is for training of pars- professionals. In West Pakistan wheremanpowei to train
Arsonnel is scarce, audio CasSelle$ have been used in the training of midwives in the

Family Planning Program. In the words of tine official, cassettes Were used "to multiply

the scarce skill of a 10 competent and trained personnel," A mairactourc or the training

was the use in rural -areas of pre-recorded skits.' A project report presents data and din

surnmarigs concisely that "It is possible to leach midwives with the help of pre-re-
corded material."' Presumably this training.gtven

enooth financial support --could be
done with regular "open red" recorderstr even phonographs. However; these have been

around for a long time without much use in training. The characteristics of ACT make it

more convenient and perhaps financially possible to use them its a field training device,

Acras othe/d tporkee's lire!

Another way the cassette can he used is as a todl of a field worker, The field worker

takes biOercassette machine to households and pliys a pertinent tape for the "client,"

Thus a tfield Worker can play a message about a ionic either he or the client feel is

neressa'ry, and the integrity of the message is protected by its being on tape, The f
= I of

the message can be put in more dramatic form (literally an'd figuratively)
1 field

worker themselves might be able tondo. The range or variety of information field workers

sir drf eras no logger jimmied hi their own traming (01Course do ersily of information

has always ken pOssiltle Ilicough ue of other leaching aids such as printed material and

mini, but the(e are not really lens lite options in the usual person imperson contacts urf

field workers)
P I

Seventh projects have used thts pallere,-the I amily Planning Program in Pakistan

r

trained midwives WO to.play tapes durihg home visits: (Among the project's:iithingi:

"Mamie but Moderately Intelligent daft could use Tpm 'toe playback machinel in

home visiting. ") , .. .

One of Cornell Othversity's CSCS projects has also uteil ACT as a lUdl to 6ipluyed
.

fur the client, ya paraprofessional field worker.(i.e a nutrition aide). A similar system

was attempted by ;n fondly planning project in liilwan but it was reportedly unsuccessful in

-getting the field worker to use it The Taiwan experience requires furthir investigthio Put

two '1110)6 might he responsible for the problem. First: Inlaying the ctitsettesDshes the

held workers iaut from being the ventral attraellon. They may feel "Nola- d'tby a mil*,

relegated to the rule of sillily operglingl lone recorder through which hot authority

chine probably carrying the voice of another perion or person: They (nay 1 el that being

or attraction appears and (hen standing hy,*hile it plays is demeaning. Second: Boredom

could easily engulf the field workers. if they have to listen In the same taper over and over,

their enthusiasm could easily wear thin, ,

ACTaa "Initrmedla':

The great potential of audio cassette technology ay he in 'the convenience it

gives rural people to tune in to a message when they ore early and motivated to

Another model for theme of cassette technology in social odelopment is to build on this

advantage! that is, to provide a system in which the "tat -t" audience can absorb the

proffered information at a time when it is 1'1101 COMIOC I Olt Si prtatiMa6ly, when the in'

!titillation has the best chance of being alisorlicel: In rt, by placing cassette units and

tapes in individualliouseholds, the householders cin listen When, *here, and as frequently

as they wish. FieltIseorkers can plac't the machines in the household and supply the aim*

Oak cassettes and leave. They camrelurn to answer special questions, get comments, and

accept requests for additional triformation. Of course, they will also recover the cassette

machine so that it can be left at another home.

[cattier than being an imperfect master of one specialty (eg, lardy planning or no=

trition), held workers can in effect, Pe masters of resources fur many, topics fur their

clients:

SOME .BAK PnitaCIPI.Es.

Itre main thrust of the ("SUS *grant uses this pattern and was built on these princi

plea:

(I) Use cassette technology ire conjunction With field 'workers,tit shift control over

the consumption of information to the hOseliold.

(2) Extend the usefulness of the field workersi by eopandipkthe information they can

deliver td their Clients, and eliminate, as much as possible, the boring repetitious6̀

material they have to deliver in ,pers;miand orallytl.cl them put the time and,

env into making more visits. with more people,' and/or into making more.

meaningful and helpful contacts with es)sting clients.

0)i) se pr recorded cassettes to localize messages, by building locarpeople, names,

aces,tanguage, and culture into the recordings. Because of the low cost of audio

Nodwrop posAdde to (Over a Fmall'aro with a set of tar tai.

lord to that area. ,

Because audio cassettes qsed in thismanner combine the characteristics of mass

media (c a., radio production) with those of interptrsonaleOMMUniCaltOn methods, CSCS

night be called ,"imermedis." The attingth of ACT in developing nitiona, and with sonse9
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.ranged bs agricultural people. When farmers Siva a plot, and then return to their own

farms, they may not be able to remember some of the important details of the demon.

Stration. such as quantities of fertilizer, explanation of specific techniques, etc.

The farmers could be loaned cassette units and tapes to take home. The tapes can

carry information (combined with some entertainment) that reinforces and supplements

the information given at the demonstration: And there is aflividend: other family members

(e.g. the wife)can also listen and share in the process. The wife may play an important part

(though sometimes:obliquely) in decisions about adapting innovations; and listening to

tapes may help win her support.

Another method of circulating cassette machines in a community is the ESSEX pass -

along system.* An extension person places a unit with one family and provides a complete

set of the tapes prepared fur people in that community. After that family finishes with it,

they 'pass it to. another family theyLhink will benefit from, the information: That second

family then passes it to a third, and so on, There are two advantages to this system. first,'

"natural forces" within the community move the equipment from family to family; and

second, the process of passing the cassette materials from one family to another carries

with it an implied iestimonial= a testimonial coming from someone known and probably

trusted within the community,. \VIII the machines be lost or stolen? That's usually the first

question that arises. We should gather data rather than intuition to answer it: Our modest

experience with the Essex system is. in fact, that-we don't lose equip-lent.

Audio cassettes may he the most overlooked, yet one of the most significant, develop-

ments on the communication frontier: One major difficulty may be (as alluded to earlier)

the Skepticism over whether rural people are "ready" for this kind of technology. This is,

of course, a legitimate research question. Unfortunately, pre-judgment by the urban

"elites" tends to diminish opportunities to find the answer: It also may be that the very

simplicity of 'ACT (which is why it is potentially so valuable) makes this kind of technology

less dramatic than other more elaborate technologies'. We are suspicious that major

funding organizations don't really take audio cassettes seriously, because of the very

modest costin conducting feasibility studies. (Range from $10,000:120,000.)

We have much to learn about how cassettes can be used effectively and by whore

ACT is not just another magnetic tape recorder; it is a new communication device With

many ramifications,

Radio

It surprises some to discuss radio in a paper 'devoted to the frontiers of communi-

cation. It is true that radio broadcasting has been with us for more tl,n 50 years and,that

every nation has at least one radio station. Yet radio as a tool for rural development is on

the frontier in many parts of the world. And in sonic places, there is danger that radio may

be inadequately esploited orignmed because of the gstaLfilscination with television.

The invention of the transistor almost 30 years ago has had a tremendous impact on

the design of radio receiving sets. They are sinaller,portahle and cheaper and can run on

simple flashlight batteries Whereas only a few years ago many yillages might be lucky

enough to have a community receiving set, now personal "transistors" are penetrating

many individual housetolds, even when electrical power is not available.

I have discussed elsewhere the many advantages of radio in rural development. Here

I want only to indicate a few of the'experimental ways radio is being used,

One of the ways radio can be made more effective is to increase its "local" character,

All India Itadioltiempts to localize ;is radio service to iurai people by creatiag farm

'The name ESSEX comes from a rural New York aunty where it wan first test
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'itraNp.iint 41Is at marl of its stations. These cells, which include producers and script

art responsible for developing programming tailored to the interests of the

v illagers in the stations' listening, areas. Because the cell is devoted exclusively to farM

.

broadcasting there is little chance other kinds of demands, will dilute the agricultural

programming effort.

BASIC Vit.I.AGII EDUCATION

Another approach is being tried in Guatemala where radio is at the heart of a

pioneering project called Basic Village Education. It is aimed at: discovering ways of using

modern communication systems to educate the large mass of illiterate phsarits'in Latin

America outside the formal education system.

The problem in Guatemala is a familiar one: limitations in resources and manpower

for reaching rural people through conventional extension programs, and an urgent need to

find effective low-cost means to supplement extension agents. And the rate of illiteracy is

very high among the rural population, The decision was made to use radio to by-pass the

literacy obstacle, rather than to take precious time to teach literacykrst. A special station

is being built for the project and its entire programming will be directed toward peasants in

a highly limited geographic area. The content will deal with agriculture because officials

developing tan project feel that improvement in agriculture is basic to all other improve-

merits in a subsistence peasant society, Consideration may be given in the future to health,

nutrition, sanitation, and related topics: Program formats will include radio novelas,

straight informational programs, spot announcements, and features that reflect local Cid-

ture..Intensive pretesting of content is a vital part of the plan to insure that the target

audience understands and will listen to what is produced,

Several variations in the project have been designed to test the value of support ma,

terial. For example, one area will get only the radio broadcasts, another area will have the

broadcasts plus local "monitors" and some additional audio-visual aid support. The moni-

tors conduct radio forums where there is a suitable concentration of farmers, and work on

an individual basis with others. A third area will receive more intensive audio visual sup.

phrt for the radio broadcasts, as well as agricultural technicians who will reinforce the

monitors with activities such as crop demonstrations. Cassette technology is also being

used to provide additional exposure for the broadcasts; to record forum discussions to feed

back to the project leaders, and to test other ways ACT can contribute to rural in

formation programs.

The Guatemala Basic Village Education project, scheduled for a three'year period,

should provide us with a considerable amount of information on how to communicate

effectively and efficiently to people who are hard to reach because of geographic and/or

cultural barriers.

Ramo Scittiot,s

Another,Model for use of radio in development is proVided by the "radio school."

Groups of people arc convened rcgularly.as in a normal school situation, but the instruct-

lion comes via radio. A monitor also assists in the class. An example of this is the Hon.

duran radio school movement which is credited with having considerable' potential for

linking the rural lower:status population into the processes, of national integration. In

various ways, the radio school helped overcome "the physical and cultural isolation of

Honduran campesinos,"'

The school was also successful in communicating "considerable information re-

garding improved health and agricultural practices," but it had less success in getting the

informatioiaetually put to use unless there was an accompanying action program such as

a rural housewives club,

13



Other Simple Teehlogy On the Fr(Mtier

Certainly one of the piiorities for communieatiOn technology in rural developinent in

the near future roust be simplicity Using visual materials tends to conipficate things a bit,

partly because visual prOduction is generally more complex than audio alone; and partly

because the cost of purchasing and maintaining projection equipment is higher than audio:

This higher cost Can be tolerated if the benefits are increased in least the same propor=

tiort Unfortunately greater cost may compel use of materials over a wider geographic

:area with the result that content usually Must knit more general, and lessiocal, But all

visual production does nut have to be costly.

We mentioned earlier that technology is not all hardware, It often involves tech.

niques. Thus; it seems appropriate in this to highlight severaltinteresting ways of

creating visual materials for use in rural areas. These techniques arc important because

they can be carried out with relativejy .unsophisticated equipment and at low cost. This

provides an opportunity to produtc locally oriented materials--content that rural
audiences can more easily identify With,

BATTERY-POWERED PROJECTORS

We now have low cost equipMent that will allow filmstrips to be shown in villages'even

where electric power is nut readily available: A simple battery operated filmstrip pro
jector, called the crusader can he easily carried and operated by any field extension

worker. his not much bigger than an ordinary flashlight, The Crusader was developed and

pioneered by Father Edmund McClcar, who has spent 30 years working in the highlands of

Guatemala on communication problems, Ile has recently found an alternate power

System for the projector which will permit showing filmstrips for less than two cents an

hour: lie is also exploring ways of using audio cassettes to provide sound tracks for the

Filmstrips cao he seemed from ministries, educational institutions, and international

organizations, but their shortcoming is that they usually are not' local enough. One tech-

nique is to make filmstrips from existing "photomovela" magazines, These magazines are,

extremely popular in Latin America and parts of Europe and Afriea: They consist of

stories told in series of photographs usually showing rather expressive people in various

kinds of interaction. 1 he dialogue is written in small spaces ("word balloons "I in each

photo:

e,

The basic equipment for making a "hlimmosela" includes a ISmin camera and a copy

stand: With these, one can ezisill'y copy some of the -trines- the magatinc, and produce

the him strip' Sound hacks can be recorded on cassette machines, possibly using local

talent: Thus if the visual part is suitable for several localities but the languageor dialect is

different, locally produced sound tracks is one answer, This arrangemont could also in-

volve heal POe in the Production. Not only may this insure suitable expression, but it

may also generate prolitahle publicity, One way of increasing information iota from the

audience %void he to gel some local people to help create the dialogue for the flint novela.

if course the purpose IN III 11114 ai siiaiidl track tint goes with the pictures 'and *filch, at

the same time, carries whatever development message is needed,

A variation of this tecJinique is to start with a 16oun documentary of information film

and, using a single lens relies camera,' shoot, individual frames of the film. This converts a

motion picture into a slide ilm The advanfage is that the tatter can be projected in

rural area without the expense and logistics associated With "movies:" Audio cassettes can

be used to record parts of the origin) sound track, thus providing both pictures and dia

loguc from the 16mm Wm" .
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Television

A little tardier out on the horizon for most rural development.prOgrams is television,

et in some places, television is already being used to bring information and education to

rural people, India has televised agricultural and related programs to' apPetotimatelyO

villages around Delhi for several years,'" Ghana. Senegal, the ivory COast and Tunisia

have used television tO provide programs for farmers, fishermen and others on technical

subjects as well as literacy; Clearly television broadcasts are reaching some areas. In the..

Ivory Coast, the government turned to the nationwide television network to, among other

things, train farmers in modern agricultural methods so that this country could sustain

continuing development. One of the important aspects of the project, which has been in

operation since 1971, is that People in the must remote villageS were Able to take advatb.

lap of adult education instruction in local and national, African and world ailani:11

The difficulty with television broadcasting as a tool in. development is4 ia1 it is not

usually tailored to specific areas; in fact, the expense of production and -the pattern fry

set distribution usually encourages rather general cOntent. Broadcast television also tends

to be unsuitable for specific physiologiCal information on sensitive subjects such as family

planning.

However there is new equipment becoming available which will give development

workers more of ms opportunity to use television in their work: Low cost potable tele

vision cameras and video tape recorders (VTR) make it possible for extension organiza

lions to go to the field and make their own programming. For example, it Would ,be

possible to video tape asuccessful demonstration plot, including interviews with ,Firmers

and agricultural specialists; and then play these "programs" for audiences in all the sur4

rounding villages where the content applies. Actually using television this way maises it a

different kind of a medium: It can be localized in content and "talentr'f, and it CO bet tlayer

for people at times convenient:to local conditions. Of course, video tape can he played

back an instant after the recording is made so, unlike film, a person can tell immediately -

whether the recording is suitable or not. Learning to use this kid of television equipment

is very simple and some day should be part of the training offered to field personnel.

Recently the organization Population Services proposed using the low cost portable

VTR equipment to directly involve local village people in the promotion of family plan.

ning." Its plan is to secure testimonials of key village people on video tape and then play

these hack for others in the same and neighboring villages, Ihrlocally produced material

would be used as segments of a longer program, parts of which would be recorded by the

production people before they actually reached the village. One intent Of the project was to

"open the way toward a whole new area of communication research designed blest

specific hypotheses about VTR effectiveness as a community development tool iii de}

veloping countries" and also gauge the reaction of rural people to television.

Simple Motion Pictures

Another relatively new medium that presents the possibility of local producti
1

is

mini film. I remember several years ago an Extension organization requesting found'

funds to have a filch made on agricultural techniques that were relevant to a rather re.

stricted gear aphis area, It seemed clear that the filar would have little value after:bite or

two years because it was Si) highly specific to the farmers in that region. And the/cost of

having a commercial produce} make a film with such narrow use seemed tirirtpliMie: The

-alternative was for the foundation to support a workshop on the making of ' "angle eon

cep('" mm films that would be suitable for demonstration purposes, Thus, 'limy ,Ext nE

icon org tions could begin to make films for their peculiar soil, climate, and crop em
doions a fraction of tfte cost of commercially produced Ifinot films. LW etunatcly we

1,0
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do not know of any effort )el to promote this kind of grass roots film production in a de,

veluping nation. Considerable exPerience in other pilaus has demmstrated that students

and community groups can use the new 8mm,technology to producalms that communi-
.

cate. ,

Given the high cost of film stock in many countries, 8mm films offer a pro icing al-

ternative to Other more expensive forms of film production, while at same' me getting

local involvement and locally brim ted.content.t'

Satellite Communication

' As we move farther out on the communication frontier; we must consider telecom-

munication satellites. Of course, satellites are being used every day in international corn -

man Indeed, there are at least nine earth stations in Latin America, But we arc

concerned particularly with how salellites. can bc applied to development problems. We

can getoome idea by looking hriefly at four cases: Pacific blank Brazil; India and

-In India; the, government plans to emphasize agriculture, family planning and "na.

tional integration in a satellite communication project designed particularly for rural

/ areas, This is an experimental program scheduled for 1975'. It will attempt to provide

programming to community TV sets in 5,000 villages around the country: Two reception

systemnvill he tested, One system will originate programming at a studio on the ground

and then relay the signal via, satellite directly to the village receivers. The second system

(operating simultaneously) the-signal via satellite to television Stations from

where the programs will be broadcast in a conventional way to TV sets in villages stir,

rounding the transmitter: Thus the satellite will he used as .both a "Direct broadcast

salcilite (the first System) and as a "dist rihution"satalite (the second system),

The adyantage of the dire
i

et broadcast system is that it allows even remote villages
,

those out of range of a conventional television station to have television service. The Indian

Space Research Organization (ISRO) has already fully demonstrated solid-slate TV sets

for use in unelectrified 'Villages; the electronics necessary fur direct broadcast reception,

and various other electronics for the project. The challenge; of course, is to produce

content that is meaningful to the vastly heterogeneous population in those 5,000 villages:

This is answered, in part, by programming to only urne of the areas at a given time, For

such programming to he effective it is Accessary to have a tremendous amount of local

"infrastructure" sash as monitorl. Extension workers, or some other supplementary

communication system to localize the satellite message. For example, if the satellite

program deals with agricultural credit, it would be important that viewers also get in-

formation on local conditions affecting the availability of credit as well as procedures for

acquiring it. Incidentally, audio i:assrtte technology is one possibility. for producing and

disseminating the local message: What all this points to is a need to have an "integrated

communication system od that calls for an immense amount of planning, preparation

and cooperation among many agencies."

Not all :satellite communication projects require the sophistication of live television

transmission. Pioneering efforts have been undertaken in the Pacific Basin and in Alaska

which use a satellite for relaying radio and other services te,g. slow-scan television)

requiring relatively simple ground stations to pick tip signals from a low power (ATS-1)

experimental satellite, Among the many fascinating uses made of the satellite, was, a

"biomedical project" in Alaska'. The satellite linked 21 health aides with a pu Iii; health

service doctor who provided medical counseling and diagnostic services. Hull education

programsvcre also being provide.d to village inbabitanis.:'

Much exploration, is being done to discover ways of using satellites in

StanTord University and Brazil are collaborating on a project "aimed at gain

prise skills, knowledge and technical expertise, and the training bf key

velopment.

g theapPro-
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c'sc ir,),r.roisOons bate been made on a regular schedule between Stanford and

Insiitote of Space Research. Ultimately the Brazilian government plans to have

its osi n domestic satellite probably in the middle/of this decadefor use nationwide tb

provide greater educational opportunities for aly Brazilians, &hiding those in isolated

rural areas,

One of the promising characteristics of 'satellite communication is (hit it allows

people in remote regions to share more in potion! life, Just about two years ago the

Honorable Robert Stanbury,'Canada's Minister, ofCommunicationi, visited the remote

areas of his country in the Yukon anc1NorthWest ttryilokes. His observations and

thoughts arc worth noting:

I found that ... people arelooking forward to our Canadian satellite coin.

munications'system The ANIK satellite will bring a new dimension

communications to many homes in the remoter parts of Canada. It will help

them communicate by telephone with their neighbors and with the

mainstream of life in the'more densely settled parts of the country. It Will

give them live televisian for the first time as well: as improved radio

broadcasting services. People in the North expressed to me their keen ex-

pectation that the communication satellite will help Ihern in very practical

ways in their daily lives and bring them more closcly'into communication

with their fellow.Conadians. . It seemsthat only a satellite can deal with

the realities of the Northadverse climate and harsh terrain and great

distances between communities."

Conclusion

So that is a bit of what the frontier of communications looks like. I have not dared to

cover all that is new. Broadband cable communications systems, computer operated news

paper systems, holographic and, hazer technology; these and many other recent develop,

ments will someday be felt in the countryside. But there are important frontiers' to cross

before that "some day" comes. And strangely enough, it 'may be that the most important

things on those frontiers will not be the compicx..sophisticated and expensive technology.

Instead they may be the simple equipment and techniques that give rural people a chance,

themselves, to have more control and be an important participant in the communication

process.
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Mallica Vajralhon discuss the need to have) a "development support communication"

system' to meet the coordination poble''.t See' "Communication and Rural -Dv

velopment,1!

i'"Alaslca/AT$,F, Health/Education Telecommunications
Experiment," Offico of ,.

Telecornmunications, Office of the Governor', State of Alaska, Juneau, Alaska, 1973, In-

orri21on of The Pacific Basin project is in "PEACESAT, roject Description and

\:, as actable from
PEACESAT Project, University of Ila ail. Honolulu, Ill.

''Kennein A:_ Polcyn, "The Proposed Brazilian Education Satellite Experiment,!`

Ethietional Technology, July'1972; and Colin J. Warren, "Ethic Alan and Telecommuil.

cations in Brazil' Sornaost and Policy Contiderations.'' Rep rt, for theAcademy for

I'ducational Development, Washington, D,C,.1973, (Mirrieograp ed.)

"Robert Stanbury, Opening address,_ Symposium on mmunications into the

Home, The Royal SOciety of Canada, Ottawa, March 1972, p 8, A IsIIK,Tke name ofilit

satellite, is the Eskimo word for "brotber."

App ettdit

In the text, several simple relatively low cost systems were suggested for rural de.

velopment communication programs, The following lists of equipment arc intended to give

a general idea of the cost involved in using these systems, Because there is such ,b great

diversity of equipment available, as well as differences in import taxes, one must regard

these figures as [built approximations. In listing'particular models of equipment, we have

tried to steer a middle course.hetweenlowest cost amateur eqnipment and expensive pro-

fessional models, Emphasis has been plated on listing items that can be used by people

without extensive training. One surely `can find bther manufacturers who provide equip:

men( of comparable quality. This. is. ulde only

EQ1.0114E141' POR AuDio (SOUND) PKODUcTION

his equipMent :can .
be used for producing tape for distribution via broadcast or

cassette technology. It can also be used for a simple production studio for "live" ,

broadcasts;

QuanNy

ApproPnale

Cost

3 Microphones, ElccirOvoiee 6357and Swilchcraft connectors $200

Audio mixer board, Sony MX I4 (6 input's) 200

Portable transcription player Benjamin Vp250 250

Headset, Telex 820
20

Portable RxR tape recorder,' Sony TC8008
250

RA tape recortlir,Wollensak 6020 AV or VM 780 AV 170

Cassette tape recorder, Sony II0A
130.

Microphone desk stands, University [IDS 100
12

2 Editing kits, Editall KS-3
20

I .Cassette duplicator for Rd master, Wollensak 6030 AV 500

2t Cassette copiers Wollensak 2760

xI Cassette recorderfplayhd units Craig 2622 or Elgin RTC

5620 each

600

20-25

I Cassette tape eraser
15

'RxR refers to reel-toreel er "open reel

tQuantities clend, an sizeiof projeet; i.e. the potential audience, and whether clients or

groups are provided with,cassette units. There is a largo range of tape work( modelsht

the under-$50.cosi range. is
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Equipment for Message Disiributimi Via Low Pow Radio Broadcast.

Broadcasting transmitter I000/250 watt

Spare parts and accessories

- Antenna

.1___.LArstenna accessories

Equipment for Producing and Projecting Filmstrips

Single lens reflex camera with normal and telephoto lens, and

a close-up lens kit. Tema tpotmatic, Konica AlitOrefleX,

Ca n FT and F. I; series, and others in this price range are

suitable,

Copy stand

Crusader projector (uses standard batteries)

Long life rechargeable battery (optional, only one needed)

Equipment for Super itrnm Flint Production

Approximate

Cost

SU S8400

2068

675

US5400-,500

20

12,59

10.00

Super 8mm camera. Good alternatives include Kodak XL55,

`Bauer C5X L, Rolex Macrozoom, andGAF, Includes tripod, 200450

Viewer editor with rewinds: Alternatives include: Heroic Super

8 Minette and Hannel Super $

Splicer; Bolts 732

Sound projector, magnetic==N provide possibility of adding

sound track after film is developed. Good alternatives include

Bola and Kodak Supermatic. The latter uses film cassettes, 4
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